Double your
warehouse space by
using multi-level
storage systems

The growth of e-commerce is driving changes in the
world of storage and logistic systems. Meeting
customers’ rapid order fulfillment requirements has
become a focal point for the suppliers of conveyor
systems.
In this article, Dennis Brian, CCO for Apollo Europe notes
that they are seeing a lot more manufacturers, retailers
and logistics companies updating their distribution
centers to incorporate new technologies, automation
and pick modules for rapid order fulfillment.
Due to bolstered growth in E-commerce and logistic,
many companies do run out of warehouse space. Moving
to a new and larger location is expensive and time
consuming and therefore often not an alternative.

Height is good for
50 % of underutilized space in
existing facilities

Have you considered using your vertical space?
Look up and make sure you’re using all the vertical space
available and investigate storage methods which take
advantage of your clear span height. Whether you have a
small warehouse or a distribution centre of thousands of
square metres, often every bit of floor space may have
been utilized. However height often represents 50% of
under-utilized space in existing facilities.
The proliferation of automated storage and retrieval
systems is impacting the design of conveyor systems. The
traditional static storage racks are giving way to more
multi-level picking and conveyor systems that can
accommodate faster and more accurate picking and multiitem order handling.
“Companies are using our Spiral Conveyors for vertical
transport as products can be shoot-in or -out at any level. This
enables the customer to handle the flow of products at
multiple-levels with just one vertical conveyor which saves on
floorspace and investment in several machines to do the same
job.” says Dennis

Beyond just picking to custom-designed handling systems
“All of the Spiral Conveyors installed by Apollo are customer specific. While the components
themselves may be similar from one operation to the next, there are distinct variations in height,
performance and the shoot-in and -out levels” states Dennis.
This requires much more engineering design involvement and goes far beyond picking
just from the shelf. Conveyor system components integrate with robots, automated
storage or retrieval systems, carts and other tech-oriented equipment, which makes that we
need to understand the needs of our end-users thoroughly.
In most cases Apollo works with an integrator to ensure that the design and installation
process is smooth and trouble-free. We have to understand exactly where the conveyor will
be installed, how it will be connected to other equipment and how the products will flow
across it. Even just one subtle change on the integrator’s part can have major repercussions
on the vertical transportation system.
Dennis concludes “From the initial quote, through the design phase and right into the actual
manufacturing process takes a lot of teamwork. We work closely together with our integrators to
fulfill the customers’ requirements successfully.”
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